Comprehensive Model Release Form
In consideration of good and valuable recording service(s) received with no further consideration due, I, on behalf of: myself, my family, anyone
under my guardianship, any models listed below; hereafter described in this release as "we" do hereby give Madison "Lee" Jones/MrClick
Productions (photographer/agency) its agents, assigns, licensees, and legal representatives, the irrevocable rights to:
A) Create, copyright, modify, publish, republish and/or alter any recordings, which shall include, but not be limited, to: pictures, portraits,
photographs, video images, and/or any audio and/or visual recording(s), of myself and/or any model(s) listed below which may be used in
any and all forms of media that exist now or will exist in the future, including, but not limited to, the internet, and I waive any right to
inspect or approve the finished version(s), including written copy that may be created in connection therewith while waiving any right to
privacy I/we may have.
B)

Use my name and/or the name of any model(s) listed below, a derivative of said name(s), or any fictional name(s), in all forms of media
that exist now or will exist in the future, including, but not limited to, the internet and, I waive any right to inspect or approve the finished
version(s), including written copy that may be created in connection therewith while waiving any right to privacy I/we may have.

I/we understand and agree that I/we do not have any rights to any of the recordings except rights expressed in writing and signed and dated by the
photographer. All rights belong to the photographer/agency its agents, assigns, licensees, and legal representatives
This release shall cover all recordings created on or before today's date or at any time, past, present, or future, to the greatest extent allowed by law,
and I/we waive any right to inspect or approve the finished version(s), including written copy that may be created in connection therewith. This
release will apply to any recordings taken using and/or with the aid or enhancement of any of the photographer's equipment, OR taken by OR taken
for OR given to OR on any digital or electronic media provided to the photographer and those recordings become the property of the photographer.
I/we nor any third party on our behalves, shall seek further compensation or file any legal claim against the photographer/agency its agents, assigns,
licensees, and/or legal representatives. I shall further reimburse the photographer/agency its agents, assigns, licensees, and/or legal representatives
for any damages, including punitive damages, or legal fees he/they may incur. The Photographer is not liable for lost or stolen information including
recordings, identity, or any other information. The limit of the Photographer's liability shall not exceed the amount I have paid him. The photographer
is not required to maintain backup copies or re-deliver any recordings after making reasonable effort to deliver for recordings paid for in full.
I/we, anyone on my behalf, or anyone who directly or indirectly gains access to recording(s) and/or information through me/us, will not use any
recording(s) and/or information to harass, defame, humiliate, and/or otherwise harm the Photographer; any business, group, person, entity, or animal
directly or indirectly. It will be my responsibility to prove that any recording(s) or information used in a harmful manner were not gained through me.
Photographer, Madison Lee Jones, Madison "Lee" Jones, Madison Legrand Jones, Madison L. Jones, MrClick Productions,
MrClickProductions.com and/or a reasonable derivative thereof may be used interchangeably within this release.
If any part of this release is found to be invalid it shall not affect the rest of this release; nor shall any spelling or grammatical error or omission effect
the validity of this release if the intent of that part of the release is otherwise clear and understandable.

I agree that this release is irrevocable, worldwide and perpetual. Electronic or digital copy/signature on or of this release shall
be considered equally as valid as a pen and ink paper original.
I represent that I am at least eighteen years of age and have the full legal capacity to execute this release form on behalf of
myself, my family, anyone under my guardianship , and any models listed below;. I have read this release form in its entirety,
front and back, and understand it fully and completely.
___________________________________________________________________________
NAME: Model/Parent/legal guardian/model representative’s name (please print) (First, Middle, Last)

Birth Date: __________________

__________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE: Model/Parent/legal guardian/model representative’s signature

Date: ________________________

__________________________________________________________
NAME: Model/Witness/Assistant’s name (please print) (First, Middle, Last)

Birth Date: ___________________

__________________________________________________________
SIGNATURE Model/Witness/Assistant’s signature

Date: ________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address including street, city, state and zip code
_____________________________________
Contact Phone Number

____________________________________________________________
Email

